Perfect books to give children confidence in their reading, whether at home or at school. See the range and reading levels below.

**TURQUOISE**
- 32 pages
- approx. 750 words
- phonic phase 6

- A Tiger for Breakfast
- The Ugly Little Swan
- Hello, Baby Mo!
- It’s Too Scary!
- Cavegirl

**PURPLE**
- 32 pages
- approx. 1000 words
- phonic phase 6

- Big Bad Biteasaurus
- Get a Move On!
- Jack and the Jungle
- Knights Dinosaurs
- Manji’s Magic Wishes
- The Friendly Pirates

**GOLD**
- 48 pages
- approx. 1250 words
- phonic phase 6

- Alice Goes to Hollywood
- Elves the Squirrel
- Eye, Eye, Captain!
- Mighty Man
- Pumpkin Power

**WHITE**
- 48 pages
- approx. 1500 words
- beyond phonic phase 6

- Alfie Takes Action
- Sports Day
- Pet Quest
- The Magic of Meatcakes
- The Secret of the Sapphire

**LIME**
- 48 pages
- approx. 1750 words
- beyond phonic phase 6

- Cereal Superfan
- Not a Frog
- It Wasn’t Me
- Zoom to the Moon

All titles are also available as ebooks with read-along audio.